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- Brisbane Valley Flyer Flying the Classics – the one and only Jim Bede BD5J (for jet)
On September 12 1971, Jim Bede’s BD5 made its first takeoff. Years behind schedule and denigrated by
much of the pilot fraternity because of performance exaggerations and over-blown development schedules,
performance predictions, the aircraft turned out to be a performance dazzler and dream aircraft to fly.
Okay all you skeptics out there (and I was one of the strongest), let it be known here and not that, not only
does the BD-5 fly, but about 90 per cent of us owe Jim Bede a gigantic apology. He has managed to build a tiny
little wing stability platform that shows more thought ingenuity and out and out genius than anything general
aviation has seen for years.
It still has some bugs to iron out in the engine department but, otherwise, the BD-5 , as we flew it,
represents the first quantum leap forward in light aircraft design since WWII. As I was hoisting my fanny up out
of the little cockpit after flying it, all I could think of was, "Jim Bede, I'm sorry for all those rotten things I said
about you and your aeroplane." He's made a believer out of me.
You have to be a yak-herder in the Himalaya boonies not to know the saga of the BD-5 by heart. Every
magazine with a circulation of more than 15 has run at least one story about the BD-5 and its rotund,
hyperactive designer-builder-promoter, Jim Bede, and therein may lie one of the original seeds of the great
Bede controversy, as it now rages. Too much was said too early in the game, promises were made,
performance figures quoted and money taken. So, when things didn't go like clockwork, the BD buying public
got a little bit ticked off (Witness the lynch mobs lurking in dark corners at Oshkosh, lying in wait for him.)
There is no doubt that many early Bede claims were optimistic. No they were more than optimistic, they
were outlandish (270 mph was promised at one point).
I sat in the bleachers with the rest of the aviation community and watched the whole Bede experience
develop. I booed and hissed right along with the others. I can clearly remember receiving a three-view of the
very early Micro and my first impression was that Jim Bede was absolutely and irrevocably out of his tree. The
entire thing just wasn't possible. All of us sidewalk engineers gawked at the early V-tailed fiberglass prototype
and nodded knowingly. It was generally agreed that, if it did fly, it would have the inherent stability of a bongo
board and the handling characteristics of a Whiffle ball
After a while the old "it will never fly" crowd changed their tune to "it may fly but only a NASA test pilot can
handle it," You see, we had to find something else to gripe about because that chainsaw with wings was flitting
around at far too many airshows for us to maintain credibility in the face of fact. It did fly and appeared to fly
well.
Naturally, there is only one way to find out if "Joe average pilot" can fly it and that is to snuggle down into
it and go aviating, so we asked, "Can we fly your aeroplane?" The answer was, "of course."
First Bede had to check a few things out. Next month maybe. When it was next month, the answer was in a
few weeks, then it went back up to months. This went on for over two years. It looked like a classic holding
action against a press that might leak the news that the BD-5 was nothing more than a cylindrical coffin with
retractable handles.
At Oshkosh the word came down: we could come down to Newton and fly his aeroplane at our
convenience. At our convenience, really? We didn't begin getting excited until we called him and he said,
"Sure, how about tomorrow?"
The second I stepped off the plane at Wichita, I knew it was trouble. It was blowing about 35 knots in the
middle of the night. They were probably chaining the cattle to the ground. The next morning Les Bervin, BD
test pilot, confirmed our suspicions and allowed as how it wasn't the best day to be flying the BD-5 for the first
time, but it was okay to fly the BD-5T trainer.
Their two-ton Tinker-Toy trainer is almost as ingenious as the BD-5 itself. Using a systems of springs and
booms, they have hung a clapped-out BD-5 (early victim of a journey through a ditch) on the front bumper of a
Dodge pick-up truck. The springs counterbalance the weight of the boom almost exactly, so any lift generated
by those ridiculous little wing panels will lift it off the ground and let you shoot touch-and-goes and make
gentle turns to your heart's content.
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Looking at the truck, the airframe and the rail-straight windsock, I suggested we draw straws. I lost. The
other two guys locked themselves in the truck cab, leaving me to be the first to find out what a Dodgepowered BD-5 was like. Rich strapped me into the trainer and explained rotation speeds and offered a few
helpful hints as he was putting the headset down over my twitching ears.
My first flight in the trainer was sort of hop, jiggle, bounce, scrub. I over-corrected, over-rotated and overwound just about everything. The side stick initially seemed incredibly sensitive, then, magically, about half
way down the runway things seemed to smooth out. The second run had me hopping off the ground like a frog
on a hot rock, but by concentrating on the runway in front of me and forgetting where my hand was resting, I
could even keep the wing down and cancel out the crosswind, which by this time was a solid 40 knots. The
third time around I rotated off almost like a normal aeroplane. I was flying big gentle S-turns all the way down
the runway while I called out my height to Rich in the cab to see how close I was. The fourth run was
unnecessary; I felt like I knew what I was doing. The rest of the guys had very nearly the same reaction.

If Jim Bede had any sense, he'd forget about aeroplanes and market these trainers as grown-up circus
rides. What a kick!
What the BD-Dodge combination showed me was, first of all, takeoff happens very quickly and it is easy to
over-rotate. then it was even easier to over-rotate the rotation, which caused a little bit of saw-toothed flight
for a while. The most important thing I learned was that by focusing my eyes straight ahead and flying it like
one of those fly-by-wire games in the bus depot, I could eliminate most of my over-controlling difficulties. It is
strictly a visual affair because there is absolutely no feel or pressure in the control stick.
We each had a chance to look through the flight manual, but Les sat us all down and went methodically
down the list so each of us knew what to do when. Besides all the usual numbers, there were a few things I
found even more important to remember. The first was, if the engine quit, we couldn't restart it. This
particular bird had the starter ring gear removed and they had to fire it up with a pull-cord. Also, the clutch
and the drive system is such that the prop freewheels when the engine isn't running. Even though the prop is
turning, the engine isn't. That didn't sound too bad, but then he mentioned that if we touched zero G for even
a second, the float-type carburettor they had temporarily installed would choke the engine deader than a
mackerel. Well, if nothing else, I realized that kind of information would make me tiptoe around while doing
aerobatics.
There aren't a whole lot of aeroplanes around in which you can actually retract the landing gear while
sitting on the ground for cockpit check, but then, there aren't too many aeroplanes six guys can pick up and
put on sawhorses either. That is where we sat while familiarizing ourselves with the cockpit.
From the instant I stiff-legged myself down into the cavern underneath the panel I was knocked out by the
logic of the cockpit. Everything is in the right place, easy to use and figure out. The fuel controls are ahead of
the left console and all the electrical stuff-mags, master, etc. on the right one. The landing gear is a healthy
looking T-handle affair that would look more at home in a jacked-up GTO. It juts up between your legs about
where the control stick should be and the flap handle is right next to it. The control stick is shaped like a hot
Baby Ruth you had squeezed in your hand, and sticks up out the right console. Only the trim, which is right
next to the throttle, and the stick appears or feels anything but perfectly placed.
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started up, but more than that, you have to keep it moving so the inertia of the gear helps to get the handle
over center. If you don't keep your shoulder behind it, it will stop halfway and you'll never get it up. When you
pull, and keep on pulling, you are rewarded (or surprised) with a healthy whack on the bottom of the fuselage.
There is absolutely no doubt that the gear is up or down. When it slams into position, the aeroplane practically
jumps off of the sawhorses. It's like being inside of a giant switchblade. Les had us do it without moving the
stick so we wouldn't be jumping around in the air when retracting the gear. It was good practice, but, in my
case, it didn't work.
We figured the way to beat the wind was to get up before it did, which still didn't work. At 5:30 the next
morning, with my eyes clamped shut to keep my precious bodily fluids from leaking out, I staggered to the
door to see that it was still blowing up a mini-storm outside. We thought we'd had it, but Les stuck a finger
into the breeze and said, "Roll it out; let's go flying."
A few minutes later I found myself fiddling with chokes, mixtures and mags and hopping over expansion
joints in the taxiway as I wended my way down to the runway. In taxiing, the engine idled at nearly 3000 rpm;
it sounded like a lawnmower trying to run me down. I pressed the transmit button on the top of the throttle
and said, "I'm ready to go." My headphones answered, '"Good-bye."
Looking back at it, I'll have to admit to not remembering much about that take-off because it all happened
so quickly. The engine revved to about 5000 rpm immediately and the 52 hp behind me started kicking me
down the runway at an astonishing rate. At 50 mph I started picking up the nosewheel, which skipped a couple
of times; as I rocketed to 60-65 I was up and away. The take-off was almost toy-like. I bobbed around a bit,
more from surprise than from anything else. As soon as I started watching what I was doing and got out of
ground turbulence at 10 feet, it settled down and felt almost as solid as a Cessna 150 would have in the same
wind.
At around 75-80 I reached down for the landing gear, completely forgetting the keep-on-pullin' retraction
technique. I gave it a cursory jerk. As the handle came to a halt in the midway position, I called myself a few
choice names and rammed it forward to lock it down again. While I was busy jamming the gear handle, I forgot
where my right hand was and unconsciously tweaked the stick. This caused the aeroplane to jump around.
When I gave the gear a healthy pull it obediently leaped into the wells. As the gear came up and I let the flaps
up slowly, the speed wrapped up to 100 mph pronto.
The best-rate-of-climb speed was 90 mph, but I was keeping it at around 100 for cooling. We climbed 1200
feet per minute with 52 hp blatting away behind, the tacho working its way up to 6500 rpm and the 182
camera plane disappearing fast.
The most surprising thing about those first few minutes of flight is that everything seemed so normal. I
didn't even bother to look out at those tooth-pick wings or marvel at the incredible visibility. It just felt that
was the way aeroplanes should be: this was an aeroplane and it just flew like one. I wanted it to feel strange
and exotic, but things fit together too well.
Set your hand on the chair next to you right now and make a fist. Now wiggle it left-to-right while keeping
your elbow stuck to the chair. If you don't move the top of our fist more than half an inch or so, you'll see what
it is like to fly a BD-5. There is no noticeable resistance and practically no movement of the stick. If you twitch
your hand an inch to the side, you've just done a roll. Move it an inch or so back and you loop. Now, that
sounds like it's sensitive, but for some reason or another it doesn't work out that way. It's got to be the most
natural way to shepherd an aeroplane around I have ever seen.
Les had sworn that the stalls were nothing to write books about and he was right. In any configuration it
would shake, buffet, leap and groan as you crept up to the stall, One wing would unload as it would roll off in
one direction of the other. I'd keep the stick completely back and porpoise ahead, using aileron and rudder to
keep everything square with the world. The instant-I mean the very instant-the elevator was released, the little
beastie would be flying again. Clean it was stalling at about 65, and dirty at about 55.
I cursed the zero-G carburettor as I sucked the nose up and tweaked my hand left to watch the sky and
ground swap places. With just a little inverted capability–just a couple of seconds–you could drag the rolls out
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into long, sensuous affairs over which you'd have infinite control. I'll have to wangle another flight when they
put the new carburettor on, I guess. you can roll fast or you can roll slow, four points or eight, left or right, and
barely move your hand.
To the right, rolls are just a little more difficult, because your wrist works more naturally inboard than it
does outboard. Full aileron deflection is only about a 2-inch twist of your wrist, but you almost never need it.
The roll rate is fast, about 150 degrees per second, which is just a tad slower than a roundwing Pitts. I can't
begin to describe the total precision of these controls. They don't even come close to being sensitive, but they
put more control in the palm of your hand than any other aeroplane I've flown.
Now, almost nobody reading this is going to believe my next statement, yet it's absolutely true: the BD-5 is
one of the most stable little aeroplanes flying. When I'd set it up hands-off and then pulse the stick–just bash it
forward or back–the nose would come up and then–bam–come back to level and not move again. There was
almost no sign of oscillations of any kind. The same is true of yaw: punch rudder, and the nose snaps back as
soon as you let go. In roll it seems just a little more neutral. The wings stay pretty much where you put them. I
tested all this stability out by grooving around for a while as I used both hands to adjust my headset and boom
mike to eliminate some communications problems (which turned out to be my inability to read the volume on
the radio face).
The BD-5's high thrust line means a nose-down pitch with power. (the nose comes up when you back off
the throttle). Speed and power changes do give a fair amount of trim change, but I had been flying for a while
before I noticed that I had been unconsciously moving the trim control with the thumb of my throttle hand all
along.
I knew Bede had done complete spin tests and Les had told us to go ahead and spin it, but I'll admit that I
put spins off until I worked up my nerve. Finally, I got the power back, got the stick back, and kicked rudder as
it stalled. Instantaneously it snapped over on its back and twisted downward into a near-vertical spin. the first
turn was more of a snap roll, the second turn was very oscillatory, with the nose coming up fairly high. Then
the nose dropped to about 60 degrees and stabilized in a very fast spin. Sixty degrees, by the way, looks like
you're going straight down.
Les had said that the aeroplane had a distinct stick-free spin mode, here the reduced drag of neutralized
controls caused the speed to increase and the spin to wrap up very tight. That's why it needs a classic NACA
spin recovery: bash the stick well forward and nail opposite rudder hard.
Naturally, I managed to botch up the recovery. I moved the stick forward too slowly at the end of three
turns, and it immediately cracked around in two more lightning-fast turns before I got the stick far enough
forward. I recovered in less than half a turn, going absolutely straight down. I instinctively loaded a slight
positive G on it to keep that carburettor happy, and, in so doing, got a slight secondary spin in the other
direction. But that topped almost immediately. the second time I spun it, I did what Les had told me to do, and
it popped out instantly. It's a very predictable-spinning aeroplane, but you have to move like you mean
business to stop it where you want it.
On the way back into the pattern, I made a couple of speed runs at 5,000 feet AGL. (9,000 feet density
altitude for that day). I was showing an even 155 mph cruise, and that works out to 177. Later, Peter did the
same thing down lower, at 1,000 feet, and got a solid 175 mph indicated, which works out to 188.
I knew I couldn't stay up all day and avoid the landing. I flew a wide 360-degree overhead pattern, coming
downwind at 100 mph and base at 90. It had taken me forever to get into the pattern, because power off, at
85 mph, I was only showing about 380 fpm descent. I was beginning to wonder about getting down before
lunch. Les had said the gear worked like spoilers, and when I dropped it, I saw what he meant. With gear and
flaps down I had to use just a tad of power to fight the wind as I turned final for the taxiway we were using the
land. (It was smoother than the runway.)
The pitch stability came in handy for holding 85 right on the money as I jockeyed the power just a little to
stay on glide path. I kept reminding myself what the view over the nose in the trainer had looked like as I came
closer to the ground. The wind tried to goggle me around but a tweak here and a tweak there kept everything
perfectly lined up.
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the aeroplane stopped coming down. So, I relaxed a bit and started feeling for the ground. Lower. Lower.
Lower. Suddenly I knew I was only a foot or so off and I started a game with the wind. I tried to hold the
aeroplane up as the wind tried to bat me around. Plunk, and the mains were on. I tried to hold the nose gear
up, but the flaps were too much for it and it dropped onto the pavement anyway. We were on the ground at
around 60 mph. The roll out was easy to control with the rudder and I didn't need to use the brake at all until I
was ready to turn into the parking area.
Well, I think we've discovered what kind of pilot it takes to fly the BD-5. Any proficient 150-hour pilot could
learn to handle it, but only if he had already developed certain skills and mental attitudes. He'd better be an
accurate pilot. He can't make vague, unmetered control movements or be only fuzzily aware of what he sees
over the nose. The aeroplane is capable of absolute precision, and to make consistently smooth landings and
takeoffs, the pilot must use that precision. Most pilots are sloppy; they'll have to de-slop themselves before
the fly the Five. The guy who takes great pride in making nothing but squeakers right on the centreline won't
have any trouble at all. This type of mental attitude is totally independent of flight time, and can be present or
absent regardless of how fat or skinny the logbook may be.
Flying the trainer would be the best bet for transitioning into the Bede. There you get the super-low ground
attitude, seating position, and control response all in one package. Otherwise a glider–especially something
like a Blanik or a 1-34–will give you a perfect learning situation for the supine seat and ground-hugging landing
attitude. An older Yankee would give you the basic control responses, the brake-only directional control, and
similar stall characteristics. (the BD-5's are far better.)
Asked how I feel about it, I can only say that now I wish I hadn't let my scepticism keep me from putting
down my $400 deposit for a production model. Oh, well . . . Bede probably has something else up his sleeve,
and you can bet I'll put my money where my doubts are this time.

------ ooOOoo ------

FLY-INS Looming
Sunday February 7

Gympie Aero Club

Breakfast Fly in

Saturday February 13

Murgon

Angelfield Breakfast Fly-n

Saturday 20 February

Dunwich

Straddie breakfast Fly-In
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UNCLASSIFIED
Ladies and Gents,
Recent History: In 2014 & 2015 I performed a number of RAAF Amberley Airspace Safety briefings
over a widespread area of SE Qld, this reached an estimated audience of 500+ pilots and ops staff.
On some occasions Mr David Wiman from AsA BN CEN Safety joined me and briefed Civil Airspace
Safety.
Background: Airspace Incursions (AI) are a significant safety hazard for military operations in the
Amberley Restricted Airspace. In 2015 we had 77 Airspace Incursions, compared to 58 in 2014 and
83 in 2013.
RAAF Amberley is a growing base with about 35 aircraft, growing to nearly 80 by 2020, so
understanding of Amberley's RA1 Airspace is critical to safe passage by GA, RPT and RA-Aus aircraft
types.
Locations that missed out last time include, Chinchilla, Dalby, Warwick and the Sunshine Coast. I
would like to get out to those locations this year.
This year I am offering briefings again for Airfields, Aero Clubs, Flying Training Organisations etc.
At this stage I have the following locations and dates locked in:
Toowoomba - host DDAC - Sat 13th Feb
Boonah - host Flying Tigers - Sun 21st Feb
Coominya - host John Walmsley - Sat 19th Mar
(Invite Flyers for these locations will be e-mailed out soon, anyone is welcome to come to these
locations/dates)
The briefing covers:
Amberley ATC Team, Amberley Air Base, Flight Planning and NOTAMs, RA Status, Local
Procedures, Amberley Airspace, Airspace Hazards, Airspace Incursions, In-flight Emergency
Response, Future Procedures for IFR & VFR.
Availability: I am happy to conduct briefings weekdays, week nights or weekends, at a time that suits
you.
Hosting: If your organisation is interested in hosting a brief please don't hesitate to get in contact with
me (email preferred) and we can discuss a date and time that works for both parties.
After a date/time is confirmed, I will supply a suitable 'invite flyer' that may be printed and posted at
your locality or e-mailed out to your pilots/members.
kind regards and safe flying
Andy (A M McWatters)
FLTLT
JBAC/OIC APR/GALO
452SQN AMB FLT

Tel: 07 5361 3542
Mob: 0438 709 518
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(February Issue)
Issue)

What’s this?
Miles Master

Mystery Aircraft (Last
(Last Issue)
Avro Baby model 534 as Bert Hinkler flew.
One example is hanging in the Qld Museum at
Southbank and a full size replica is in the Hinkler
Museum in Bundaberg.

Congratulations to Mal McKenzie for his intimate
knowledge of historic aircraft.

Aircraft for sale.
Skydart - $5000
Done 233 hours and running smooth. A 447 Rotax
engine swinging a 3 bladed prop. Instruments:
ASI, VSI, ALT, COMP, HR METRE, RPM, EGT, CHT.
Fuel lines recently replaced and continuing to give
it some well deserved TLC.
ROC on a good day around 800 fpm. 654 total
landings. An unprecedented panoramic view that
even beats a Drifter without ruffling your hair and
a very comfortable semi reclined seat which gives
it a very enjoyable flying experience. Skins
serviceable. The fuel burn is 12 L/hr. at 5200 rpm
and it cruises at around 65 knots. Currently based
at Lynfield.
Contact Bob Hyam. Tel: 5426 8983
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From the FAA (maybe CASA will follow)
The long-awaited response to training shortcomings that surfaced after the crash of Colgan
Air Flight 3407 in Buffalo, New York, in February 2009 became official with the FAA's adoption of
new training requirements for all U.S. airline pilots on Tuesday.
The new rules put a greater emphasis on recovery from stalls and upsets during recurrent
simulator training. Airlines will have five years to introduce the new standards to give simulator
makers time to update their training software.
Investigators blamed the pilots of Flight 3407 for not recognizing the symptoms of an
imminent stall on approach to Buffalo at night in light snow with the airplane on autopilot. All 49
people aboard the Dash-8 Q400 were killed in the crash, along with one person on the ground,
prompting Congress to order the FAA to improve airline pilot training.
The new rules also mandate expanded pilot training on how to handle crosswinds and wind
gusts, as well as enhanced runway safety procedures. As part of the rule, airlines must use data
to track remedial training for pilots with performance deficiencies, such as failing a proficiency
check or unsatisfactory performance during simulator training.
The FAA's final training rule is the latest in a series of major changes aimed at improving U.S.
airline safety after earlier overhauls of pilot rest and duty time rules and a requirement last
August that all airline first officers hold Airline Transport Pilot certificates.
In other words – learn to fly before applying for an Airline Pilot’s position.

FAA wants instructors to check pilots’ hand-flying skills.
Before your next flight review or instrument proficiency check, you'll want to read over a new
FAA Advisory Circular that contains guidance for instructors on special areas of emphasis for
general aviation pilots.
The FAA is concerned that pilots' hand-flying skills might not always be up to acceptable
standards and that many may suffer from an overreliance on automation and electronic systems.
"The FAA reminds CFIs conducting flight reviews and IPCs to ensure that a pilot under
evaluation is proficient with the automated system and knows what to do if it fails," the AC says.
Loss of control and traffic pattern operations will be areas of special emphasis on flight
reviews, with CFIs encouraged to ensure pilots can safely hand-fly in the most common phases of
flight likely to lead to loss of control.
The FAA also recommends in the AC that pilots develop personal currency programs to ensure
their skills don't erode between flight reviews.
In other words – leave the auto-pilot turned OFF
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1. An aircraft’s static vent has been blocked by a mud wasp. Which of the following options
would most likely to occur during subsequent flight?
A. An ASI error that increases with increasing altitude.
B. The VSI will cease to indicate climb or descent.
C. The altimeter will not indicate changing altitude.
D. All of the above
2. Considering the camber on an aerofoil. Is it possible to stall an aeroplane whilst inverted?
A. Yes, at any time.
B. No, never because the camber in now inverse.
C. Yes, if the relevant angle of attack is exceeded.
D. No, because the weigh and the lift now act in the same direction.
3. From the following select the most correct statement.
A. Wash-in on an aeroplane wing will improve the aeroplane’s stall characteristics.
B. Longitudinal dihedral aids stability in pitch.
C. Turned down wing tips reduce span-wise flow.
D. B and C are both correct.
4. An aeroplane with a stall speed of 38 knots is on finals at 50 knots IAS with a 15 knot
headwind. There is a wind gradient existing, and at 30 feet the headwind falls to zero knots.
Ignoring all other factors, what will the aeroplane’s resulting airspeed become?
A. 50 knots.
B. 40 knots.
C. 35 knots.
D. 30 knots.
5. A cold front is best defined by which of the following?
A. A warmer air mass over-riding and depressing a colder air mass.
B. A colder air mass under-cutting and lifting a warmer air mass.
C. A squall line crossing the country, generally from a westerly to an easterly direction.
D. A volume of cold air moving across the country generally bringing much nimbostratus
cloud and rain.

If you have any problems with these questions, call me(in the evenings) and let’s discuss it! Ed.
--ooOOoo—
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BRISBANE VALLEY SPORT AVIATION CLUB Inc.
MINUTES OF THE 7.11.2015 GENERAL MEETING
MEETING LOCATION:

Watts Bridge Memorial Airfield – BVSAC Clubrooms

MEETING DATE:

7 November 2015

MEETING OPENED:

10:02AM

MEMBERS PRESENT:

15

APOLOGIES:

Glenda Faint, Ian Ratcliffe, Liz Cooke, Mary Clarke

VISITORS:

Brian Schollum

NEW MEMBERS:

Mark Purdie

MINUTES:

September 2015 meeting of the BVSAC Inc.

th

Proposed: Richard Faint Seconded: Peter Ratcliffe. Acceptance motion
carried.
October 2015 meeting of the BVSAC Inc.
Proposed: Danny Fowler Seconded: Peter Ratcliffe. Acceptance motion
carried.
PRESIDENT’S REPORT:

Wayne Petty thanked Rob Knight for another great BVSAC Newsletter.
He proceeded to outline his proposal for extending the clubrooms, to be
discussed in general business.

SECRETARY’S REPORT:

Richard Faint detailed the inward and outward correspondence for the
month.
This included emails to members regarding flying events in the district, the
club’s Christmas Party, the Amberley Airspace report and the distribution
of the newsletter.
The club’s WBMA land purchase assistance was finalized with the relevant
paperwork completed. The total contribution was $30,000.00

TREASURER’S REPORT:

Priscilla Smith provided a financial statement summary and advised that
the BVSAC ING account balance is $551.24 and that the BVSAC NAB
account balance is $1,932.49

WBMA REPORT:

Bruce Clarke advised that the purchase of the land is progressing well. He
especially thanked BVSAC for the support shown by club members to the
future of the airfield.
Peter Freeman reported that the vettiver grass had been cut and the
sewage treatment area tidied up. He noted that the mowing season is
upon us, there is plenty to do on the airfield.

GENERAL BUSINESS:

Mal McKenzie advised that Bradfield has been sold and it may be
unavailable for club activities such as the Poker Run. The secretary is to
write a letter of thanks to the previous owner, Bob Morgan, thanking him
for the use of Bradfield over the years.
Mike Smith drew attention to the poor state of the BVSAC Hangar’s tank
and stand.
A motion was moved by Mike Smith, seconded by Richard Faint “That
money be approved to replace the tank and repair the stand as required.‘’
The motion was carried.
Mike is to co-ordinate the work.
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northwestern side and adding a pergola beside the tanks. Wayne is
prepared to undertake some of the work.
The clubrooms would be extended by one “bay” by extending the roof line
and concrete flooring. Wayne suggested the extra area could, at some
point in the future, be used for catering at fly-ins and other club activities.
Work would be conducted in stages as funds permit. Stage 1, roof
extension and concrete flooring, would be approximately $6,000.
Mal McKenzie mentioned that his neighbor is a draftsman and may be able
to assist with the plans. The plans would be drawn for the entire project at
completion. Wayne has been in contact with K&R Engineering, Gatton. It
was noted that Watts Bridge and Somerset Council approvals will be
required.
th

CHRISTMAS PARTY:

The BVSAC Christmas Party is to be held 28 November in the clubrooms
starting 10AM.

NEXT MEETING:

The next meeting will be 06.02.2016 in the BVSAC Clubrooms Watts Bridge
at 10:00AM
A BBQ lunch will follow the meeting.

MEETING CLOSED:

There being no further business, the meeting was declared closed at
11:20AM
A BBQ lunch was held after the meeting.

This is a true and accurate record of the meeting.

Dated:

/

/
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